
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Program Planning and Development

Risk Management
Chapter Orientation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTRODUCTION:Greet Sorors.  Introduce yourself and welcome participants to the Orientation session.It is our hope this information will help you understand Risk Management and how it applies to our youth programs/initiatives.
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 Volunteers

 Operational Principles

 Youth Policies

 Summary

 Questions/Answers

 Introductions

 Orientation Overview

 What is Risk 
Management?

 Youth Initiatives

Agenda

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the AgendaSolicit questions from Sorors to make sure they understand the material to be covered during the Orientation.
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Expectations and Ground Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set expectations and ground rules for the sessionAllow sorors to express their expectations for the Orientation.Explain that this is a Risk Management Orientation Session and not Risk Management Volunteer training.
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Orientation Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s session is an introduction to Risk Management and will serve as an orientation to Delta’s Risk Management policies.  Each Chapter is required to conduct a Risk Management Chapter Orientation each year.



 Chapter Orientation is:
–The mechanism used to ensure that Chapter members are 

aware of Delta’s Risk Management policies
–Intended for Chapter members and all members should be 

encouraged to attend
–Does not satisfy the requirements of volunteer training
–Shall be conducted annually 

Chapter Orientation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK:  Sorors, what is the name of this session?(Answer:  Chapter Orientation)Important:  The Chapter Orientation session is not the training required for volunteers participating in our youth programs.Now, we will review the goals and objectives of today’s session.CHANGE SLIDE



 Today’s session will focus on the following major 
concepts:
–Preventive risk management for all Delta’s youth initiatives
–Guidelines for becoming a volunteer 
–Volunteer screening
–Delta’s policies, procedures and guidelines governing youth 

initiatives
–Response to child abuse or neglect

Orientation Session
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Management is very important in youth development programs.  Youth programs face challenges to ensure that young people and volunteers are in a safe environment.  Today’s session will address areas of risk management associated with Delta’s programs and the strategies that must be considered and implemented in order to ensure that a positive learning environment is achieved.  It will also ensure that Delta’s youth programs offer youth and volunteers an opportunity to engage in sound educational programs that are emotionally and physically safe.Today we will focus on the following major concepts:Guidelines for volunteer screening processPreventive risk management for all Delta’s youth initiativesDelta’s policies, procedures and guidelines governing youth initiativesReview of required procedural formsSigns and symptoms of child abuse and neglectResponse to child abuse and neglectReview Mandatory Reporting PolicyReview of the Delta Youth Initiative Code of EthicsMore details will be provided on each of these concepts.Now, we will review the goals and objectives of today’s session.CHANGE SLIDE



 The goal for today’s session is to 

introduce you to the risk 

management requirements for 

participating in Delta’s youth 

development programs

Goal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the stated goal and ask for questions.Make the purpose as clear as possible by spelling out the intended learning outcome and the objectives for the Orientation session.CHANGE SLIDE.



 At the end of this session, participants will understand:
–How risk management plays a role in Delta’s youth programs 
–Chapter Orientation vs. Volunteer Training
–Delta’s Risk Management Principles and Youth Policies
–Risk Management requirements for becoming a volunteer
–Mandatory reporting requirements for suspected child abuse

Objectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  Now we will review the objectives for this session.  Read the objectives.
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Risk Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  Before we proceed, let’s think about a definition for risk management.  (Allow participants to give their definitions of risk management before you show the definition on the slide.) Show the next slide with the definition of risk management.



Risk Management is the process 
of assessing risk and acting in 
such a manner, or prescribing 
policies and procedures, so as to 
minimize loss associated with 
such risk

Webster’s New World Law Dictionary. 2010
Wiley Publishing, Hoboken, NJ

What is Risk Management?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  Now, let’s combine your definitions with the definition we are using.(Read the definition on the slide.)ASK:  Why do you think we need Risk Management in Delta?(Allow participants to provide responses.)CHANGE SLIDE



 Risk management is important because it:
–Protects the organization’s (Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.) 

people, property, income and reputation
–Ensures the safety of youth and volunteers
–Helps evaluate allocation of resources
–Focuses on safety and prevention

Why Do We Need A  Risk Management Program?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continue discussion of risk management by listing some of the reasons why we need a risk management program.  Solicit other reasons from participants.  CHANGE SLIDE



 Each chapter shall adhere to the policies set forth in Delta’s 
Risk Management Manual 

 The Risk Management Manual can be found on Delta’s 
National Website 

 Log on to the Members Only area and look for “National Area” 
at the top

 http://www.deltasigmatheta.org/

Risk Management Manual
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Risk Management Manual was developed the National Risk Management Team under the National Program, Planning and Development Committee.  The National Risk Management team worked with Delta’s leadership, the Chair of National PP&D, Legal Counsel and Regional Risk Management teams to develop the current Risk Management Manual.  CHANGE SLIDE

http://www.deltasigmatheta.org/
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Youth Initiatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK:  What are Delta’s national youth initiatives?CHANGE SLIDE
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 Dr. Betty Shabazz Delta Academy
–Addressing the needs of young women ages 11-14

 Dr. Jeanne L. Noble GEMS Institute
–Addressing the needs of young women ages 14-18

 EMBODI Program
–Addressing the needs of young men ages 13-17

 Other Youth Programs
– SAT Tutoring, Jabberwock, Debutante Cotillion, RAFT, etc.

Delta’s Youth Initiatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: The Dr. Betty Shabazz Delta Academy focuses on 	social and emotional development	physiological transitioning	exposure to global ideas and learning opportunitiesDr. Jeanne L. Noble GEMS Institute focuses on	promoting high levels of academic success	assisting young women in proper goal setting	developing compassionate, caring, community-minded women	emphasizing decision-making and planning for the high school years and beyondEMBODI Program: addresses issues related to	STEM education	culture, self-efficiency	leadership, physical and mental health	healthy life style choices, character	ethics, relationships	college readiness	fiscal management	civic engagement	service learningExplain that:  Although these are Delta’s national youth enrichment programs, Risk Management applies to all youth programs.CHANGE SLIDE		 
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Delta does not sponsor youth initiatives for the 
purpose of developing or preparing participating 

girls to become members of Delta. Thus, it shall be 
a violation of Delta’s policies for any member to 

engage in any activity that simulates membership 
intake or initiation rites

Foundational Principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No member shall require or allow any youth to engage in any activities that may appear to be or resemble membership intake or initiation rites.ASK:  Can you give examples of these activities?(Answers:  No stepping, dressing uniformly, wearing paraphernalia, referring to members as “big sister”,  assigning special names or calls, meeting in secret locations)CHANGE SLIDE		 
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Volunteers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK:  Who qualifies as a “volunteer” in Delta’s youth programs?CHANGE SLIDE
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 All individuals participating in youth initiatives are defined as 
“Volunteers”
–This includes Deltas and Non-Deltas

 All volunteers must complete training and background checks 
before they will be allowed to participate in Delta’s youth 
programs
–The only exception is for one-time volunteers, e.g., speakers, vendors, 

or presenters who participate in a single activity only

 Volunteers must be 18 years or older

Volunteers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideCHANGE SLIDE		 
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 Each Chapter shall have a Risk Management Coordinator

 The Risk Management Coordinator shall oversee the Chapter’s 
compliance with the requirements of the Risk Management 
Manual

 The Chapter President is ultimately accountable for Risk 
Management and must ensure Chapter compliance with all 
Risk Management Policies

Risk Management Responsibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideCHANGE SLIDE		 



‒ Background Screening
‒ Decision
‒ Conditional Acceptance
‒ Rejected Candidates
‒ Successful Completion of Training

• Volunteer Candidate Screening Procedures
–Application
–Confidential Candidate File
–Assessment Summary
– Interview
–Reference Check

• Volunteer Candidate Screening
• The Risk Management Coordinator or the Chapter President (who may assign a 

designee) must screen all volunteers
• The Volunteer Candidate Screening must be conducted triennially (every 3 years) for 

as long as the candidate remains a volunteer

Operational Principles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  The Risk Management Coordinator, Chapter president, or her designee, will screen all individuals who volunteer to assist with Delta’s youth initiatives, including conducting sufficient background screening to ensure, to the maximum extent possible, that volunteers have nothing in their background that would raise questions as to whether they should be entrusted to work with youth.  Chapters are responsible for the cost of the background checks.The Volunteer Candidate Screening must be conducted every 3 years for as long as the candidate remains a volunteer. CHANGE SLIDE



 Reasons for disqualification as a volunteer
– Failure to complete the screening process

– History of committing abuse or neglect

– Recent history of substance abuse (within 5 years)

– Conviction of a drug-related offense

– Termination from a paid or volunteer position related to misconduct with a youth

– Conviction of any crime involving violence

– Individuals against whom charges are pending

Red Flags
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: As a general matter, if the candidate has been convicted of a crime and has completed a sentence or has been pardoned, or if at any time the chapter president deems further inquiry is necessary, there shall be a discussion as to whether the candidate shall be permitted to participate in the chapter’s youth programs.  However, at  a  minimum,  volunteers  who  fall  into  any  of  these categories  should  be disqualified from working with youth.(Discuss each category, and refer participants to pages 14 and 15 in the Risk Management Manual for details.)CHANGE SLIDE



 Screening Concerns: Candidates who may be disqualified
‒ Past history of substance abuse (over 5 years ago)

‒ Past arms or weapons offense(s)

‒ Conviction of driving under the influence

‒ Past investigation for child abuse or neglect that did not result in 

conviction

Red Flags
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are additional red flags where a candidate may be disqualified. The Chapter President should have a discussion with the candidate to better understand the circumstances and make the decision whether to allow the candidate to participate in the Chapter youth programs.(Refer participants to page 16 in the Risk Management Manual.)CHANGE SLIDE



 Abuse:  Mandatory Reporting Policy
– All suspected child abuse or neglect must be reported: Delta’s Youth Initiative 

Code of Ethics and Mandatory Reporting Policy
– State and/or local authorities notified
– Chapter President notified (Regional Director notified if determined by 

Chapter President)
– If allegations are against volunteer, contact terminated between youth and 

abuser
–Chapter president consults local authorities if allegations of abuse are 

by family member or guardian  
 Decision made whether child can be released to family

Operational Principles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  All suspected child abuse or neglect must be made to appropriate state and/or local authorities, and to the chapter president.  The chapter president shall make the determination of when allegations of abuse or suspected abuse should be escalated to the Regional Director.  If the suspected abuse or allegations are against Delta staff or a program volunteer, the chapter must immediately terminate contact between the youth and the alleged abuser.  Any Delta staff or volunteer accused of child abuse or neglect shall be investigated.  Until such investigation has been concluded, their contact with program youth will be prohibited and a Volunteer Suspension Letter (App. A9) shall be sent to the volunteer. If the youth makes allegations that he/she is being abused by a family member or a person with whom the child resides, the chapter president will need to consult with law enforcement authorities who will determine whether the child can be released.(Ask for questions)CHANGE SLIDE



 Abuse: Reporting
–Delta staff and volunteers
Must follow their state’s mandatory 

reporting procedures for child abuse 
and neglect

–Chapter President (or designee) 
Must update reporting information 

regularly

Operational Principles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reinforce reporting procedures by discussing the bulleted items on the slide.CHANGE SLIDE



 Authorization from parent/guardian must be secured before 
photograph or video can be used in Delta-related activity

 When a photograph or video of any youth is used in any printed 
medium, online or in materials that will be printed online, no 
identifying information about the youth shall be included

 Photographs or videos should never be taken of a youth in any 
stage of undress (i.e., nude, partially nude, wearing pajamas, etc.)  

 Youth should never be photographed or videoed in settings or 
poses that are unrelated to a Delta-sanctioned activity

Photographing Youth
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say: It is Delta’s position that children should be free to participate in its youth initiatives without the risk of any form of abuse.  Photographing children involved in youth programs can put them at risk.  This is extremely harmful if these pictures are posted on websites or in publications.  Managing the taking of photographs should be addressed as part of the Risk Management Plan.  Delta has guidelines that prevent the photographing of children without the parent’s permission.  Posting pictures on your social media pages is against Delta’s policy.(Discuss the bulleted items.  Solicit input for participants.)CHANGE SLIDE
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 Delta’s policy is that there shall be 
no contact between volunteers 
and youth participants outside of 
youth initiative activities without
the express written permission of 
the parent/guardian; or unless the 
parent/guardian is present during 
the outside contact

Out of Program Activities
Contact with Program Participants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  External contact requires protocols for interaction between members, staff or volunteers with a child outside the Delta-related activity.  Delta has specific policies about contact between youth and persons involved with the program and with persons not associated with Delta.(Ask questions to ensure understanding of the policy).CHANGE SLIDE



 Motor Vehicles:  Individual families are responsible for transporting 
youth to program activities
 A volunteer may transport a youth participant to an on-site or off-

site activity
–Parent/guardian must execute a Waiver and Permission to Transport Youth 

form

 Commercial Carriers: Contract can be made with a commercial 
transportation carrier to transport youth participants to a program 
or event
–Off-site Permission Form: Submitted for each participant to be transported 

to/from the program or event on chapter provided transportation

Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  There are clear guidelines on whether it is appropriate under any circumstances for volunteers to transport youth program participants.  There should always be parent/guardian consent and procedures to ensure that drivers are licensed, vehicles are registered, insured and safe for youth participants.The Risk Management Manual provides procedures for rental vehicles, vehicles owned by other organizations, and floats and flatbeds used for youth transportation.(Ask questions to ensure understanding of the policy).CHANGE SLIDE



 Delta Youth Initiative Enrichment Programs:  Youth participants in GEMS, 
EMBODI and Delta Academy, are not allowed to participate in fundraising 
activities to support their programs or other chapter programs

 Jabberwock Cotillion and other similar events involving youth: Chapters 
must adhere to the general principles and policies included in the Risk 
Management Manual; however, these youth are not prohibited from 
fundraising activities

 At no time should the youth be allowed to solicit funds without being 
accompanied by an adult 

 No youth participant or parent/guardian may raise money using internet 
crowd-funding sites without prior approval of the Chapter President 

Fundraising
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY:  Youth participating in Delta’s youth enrichment programs are not permitted to participate in fundraising activities for their program or any other Delta program.(Check their understanding of the enrichment programs – which are Delta GEMS, Delta Academy and EMBODI.)SAY:  Youth can participate in our fundraising programs like Jabberwock and Cotillion, but they must adhere to the policies in the Risk Management Manual.SAY:  This ends our discussion on operational procedures.  Let’s take a look at the objectives that we established earlier and see what we’ve accomplished!CHANGE SLIDE



 Orientation Objectives
√ How risk management plays a role in Delta’s youth programs 
√ Chapter Orientation vs. Volunteer Training
√ Delta’s Risk Management principles and policies
√ Risk Management requirements for becoming a volunteer
√ Child abuse and mandatory reporting

Summary
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: You should now understand the importance of Risk Management in Delta Sigma Theta and the role that it plays in our youth programs.  You should have a general understanding of our Risk Management principles and policies and what will be required to become a volunteer in our Chapter’s youth programs.This ends our review of Delta’s Risk Management policies and the Orientation Session.  Thank you for your attention and your continued support of our Chapter’s youth programs.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What questions can I answer?



Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Risk Management Manual. 2015.

Reference
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